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Abstract

   This document specifies the application program interface of the
   Generic Autonomic Signaling Protocol (GRASP).  The API is used for
   Autonomic Service Agent (ASA) calling the GRASP protocol module to
   communicate the autonomic network signalings with other ASAs.

Status of This Memo

   This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
   provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF).  Note that other groups may also distribute
   working documents as Internet-Drafts.  The list of current Internet-
   Drafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   This Internet-Draft will expire on October 6, 2016.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (c) 2016 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
   document authors.  All rights reserved.

   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
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   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   As defined in [I-D.ietf-anima-reference-model] , ASA is the atomic
   entities of an autonomic function; and it is instantiated on
   autonomic nodes.  When ASAs communicate with each other, they should
   use the GRASP [I-D.ietf-anima-grasp].

   As the following figure shows, the GRASP could contain two sub-
   layers.  The bottom is the GRASP base protocol module, which is only
   responsible for sending and recieving GRASP messages.  The upper
   layer is some extended funcitons based upon GRASP basic protocol.
   For example, [I-D.liu-anima-grasp-distribution] is one of the
   extended functions.

             +----+                              +----+
             |ASAs|                              |ASAs|
             +----+                              +----+
                |                                   |
                | GRASP Function API                |
                |                                   |
             +------------------+                   |GRASP API
             | GRASP Extended   |                   |
             | Function Modules |                   |
             +------------------+                   |
             +------------------------------------------+
             |              GRASP Module                |
             +------------------------------------------+
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   Both the GRASP base module and the extended function modules should
   be available to the ASAs.  Thus, there needs to be two sub-set of
   API.  However, since the extended functions could be added in a
   incremental manner, it is not very proper to define the function APIs
   in a single document.  This document only defines the base GRASP API.

2.  GRASP API for ASA

2.1.  Design Principles

   The assumption of this document is that any Autonomic Service Agent
   (ASA) needs to call a GRASP module that handles protocol details
   (security, sending and listening for GRASP messages, waiting, caching
   discovery results, negotiation looping, sending and receiving
   sychronization data, etc.) but understands nothing about individual
   objectives.  So this is a high level abstract API for use by ASAs.

   This is very preliminary.  Two particular gaps exist:

   o  Bootstrapping issues are hidden behind grasp_init.

   o  Rapid mode is not supported.

2.2.  API definition

   o  grasp_init(objectives asa_negotiate_result [asa_geq_fn]) -> OK/
      fail

      *  This initialises state in the GRASP module for the calling
         entity (the ASA).  The objectives parameter is a list of all
         GRASP objective options that the ASA supports (see below for
         ABNF and more details).  It also provides references to one or
         two functions within the ASA that GRASP may call
         asynchronously.

      *  OK: means that the ASA has been authenticated and has
         credentials to proceed.

      *  fail: means that the ASA has not been authenticated and cannot
         operate.

   o  grasp_discover(objective) -> OK/fail

      *  This causes GRASP discovery for the listed objective.

      *  OK: means that discovery has succeeded and the locator has been
         cached.
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      *  fail: means that discovery has failed.  The ASA must wait
         before retrying.

   o  grasp_negotiate(objective) -> objective/fail

      *  This causes GRASP to start negotiation for the given objective,
         and to negotiate within the limits set (see below).

      *  objective: Negotiation succeeded, this contains the negotiated
         value.

      *  fail: Negotiation failed.  The ASA must wait before retrying.

   o  grasp_synchronize(objective) -> objective/fail

      *  This sends a GRASP synchronization request for the given
         objective.

      *  objective: Synchronization succeeded, this contains the
         received value.

      *  fail: Synchronization failed.  The ASA must wait before
         retrying.

   o  asa_geq_fn(objective_number value value) -> true/false

      *  This function is optionally provided by the ASA for use by the
         GRASP module.  It returns true iff the first value is
         considered greater than or equal to the second value.  The
         semantics of this comparison are known only to the ASA; the
         GRASP module uses this function to conduct negotiation to find
         an acceptable value between the set limits.  If no function is
         provided, GRASP uses normal arithmetic comparison of the
         values, considered as unsigned binary numbers.

   o  grasp_listen_negotiate(objective) -> OK/fail

      *  This causes GRASP to listen for negotiation requests for the
         given objective, and to negotiate within the limits set (see
         below).  This call may be repeated whenever the limits change.

      *  OK: GRASP is listening.

      *  fail: GRASP is not listening.

   o  asa_negotiate_result(objective) -> objective/fail
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      *  This is a function in the ASA called asynchronously by GRASP,
         if the ASA has previously called grasp_listen_negotiate and an
         incoming negotiation has terminated.

      *  objective: Negotiation succeeded, this contains the negotiated
         value.

      *  fail: Negotiation failed.

   o  grasp_stop_negotiate(objective) -> OK/fail

      *  This causes GRASP to stop listening for negotiation requests
         for the given objective.

      *  OK: GRASP is not listening.

      *  fail: unspecified failure.

   o  grasp_listen_synchronize(objective) -> OK/fail

      *  This causes GRASP to listen for synchronization requests for
         the given objective, and to reply with the given value.  This
         call may be repeated whenever the value changes.

      *  OK: GRASP is listening.

      *  fail: GRASP is not listening.

   o  grasp_stop_synchronize(objective) -> OK/fail

      *  This causes GRASP to stop listening for synchronization
         requests for the given objective.

      *  OK: GRASP is not listening.

      *  fail: unspecified failure.

3.  Security Considerations

   TBD.

4.  IANA Considerations

   This does not need IANA assignment.
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